
The Book of Daniel
Week 7: Chapters 8 & 9

Chapter 8

Verses 1-14:

This vision and the one in chapter 7 occur just two years apart. However, this vision is given much 
more of a scene than the previous. When Daniel dreams, this time he’s in a very specific location, the 
citadel of Susa, along the Ulai canal. Why is this an important detail given that Daniel is seeing it while
serving under Belshazzar?

Susa, although several thousand years old, would very shortly become the capital of the Medo-Persian 
empire. Because it didn’t have a ton of significance to Babylon, seeing Susa in a dream should have 
been a red flag for Daniel, as it predicted where/who he would soon be serving. Now onto the details of
the vision.

What was the first animal and what did it do? What are these details reminiscent of?

The first was a ram with two horns, one higher than the other. He charged west and north and south, 
conquering anything that stood in his way. These details correspond to the second beast in chapter 7. A 
beast that devoured everything before it, who also happened to have unequal halves. As we talked 
about last week, that was the Medo-Persian empire, the one Daniel is currently serving under at the 
time of this dream. So the first part of the dream is good for them.

What was the second animal and what did it do? What are these details reminiscent of?

The second animal was a goat who came from the west and floated over the land. He struck the ram 
and trampled over him. As the goat became more powerful his horns began to change. From one to 
four, then one small one grew out of them. These are reminiscent of both the third and fourth beasts. 
The third beast had wings and flew far, but the fourth had a small horn like a human who was great. So 
this animal is one of the two. Chronologically, one came first, but both came after, so either could fit.

Some interesting details are given about the little horn that sprang from the goat. We are told he grew 
toward the glorious land and against the host of heaven. It threw stars from heaven down and 
desecrated offerings and sanctuaries. Finally it threw truth to the ground and prospered. What things are
being referenced in these verses?

The king of the nation being the horn, him attacking God’s land and people, him destroying holy relics,
him attacking truth itself.

At the end of the vision, Daniel hears holy ones talking to each other asking how long these events will 
last and one says 2,300 days, or about 6 years. After that, land will be restored to God’s people.

Verses 15-27:



These next verses most likely occur while Daniel is still dreaming. Despite saying that Daniel had 
already seen the vision, it’s most likely referring to the event of the ram and the goat, not necessarily 
that he was now awake. This is supported by the fact that when Daniel asks for understanding, he 
seems to be in the same location that the vision started (Ulai canal) and is hearing a heavenly voice.

In verses 15-17, what do we know about who’s talking? What connections can be made to other parts 
of scripture?

The man speaking is most likely God, standing on the water commanding an angel. This is seen later as
Jesus stands upon the water and commands disciples. Gabriel is most likely the Gabriel mentioned at 
the beginning of Luke, and Daniel has the same reaction Zechariah and Mary would have.

Verse 18 acts as the transition. By touching Daniel and putting him to sleep, Gabriel makes a clear 
distinction between the vision of the goat and rams and the interpretation of that vision. The first 
animal Gabriel interprets line up easily with our prediction. The first animal was the second beast, 
Medo-Persia who had two parts and conquered with a mighty force. The second animal, however, does 
not correspond with the fourth beast, despite have an extremely similar image of a small human-ish 
horn. 

Who does Gabriel say the second animal is? Who does the main horn represent? The four other horns?

The second animal is Greece, the third beast and bronze thighs of the statue. So this vision is following 
direct chronology, despite having similar images to the last. The horn represents the first king of Greece
at the time of the conquering, which would be Alexander I, the Macedonian (not Alexander (III) the 
Great). Following him, four other kingdoms would continue under Greek rule, but not be quite as great 
as the first conquering.

Gabriel ends by talking about the small horn (23) and its fate (25). What is the small horn? What was 
its fate? What is this scene reminiscent of? (Hint: focus on the last words of verse 25)

The small horn is a wise and great king that will conquer much. He will be called great. This is very 
likely talking about… Alexander the Great, the king of Greece that did more than anyone else. 
However, his power would not last. When he tries to fight the prince of princes, he will be destroyed. 
This image reminds us of chapter 7 and the fate of the fourth beast, as well as chapter 2 and the stone 
cut “by no human hand”.

The chapter ends with Daniel giving us a larger picture of what he saw. Despite telling us about the 
vision and telling us the interpretation, Daniel still didn’t understand it. It really puts into perspective 
how easy things are for us who have this great Biblical and historical hindsight. But Daniel wouldn’t 
fully understand them until they actually happened. He wouldn’t be able to overlap history books and 
this vision, and as anyone who is trying to solve a puzzle knows, having all the pieces but not quite 
being able to put it together can drive you insane. That’s where Daniel is at the end of chapter 8.

Chapter 9

Verses 1-19:



What discovery does Daniel make at the beginning of the chapter? What was significant about what he 
found out?

Daniel was reading Jeremiah and realized the prophesied time of exile was 70 years. This is significant 
because the Babylonian Captivity started in 605 B.C. and Darius (under the reign of Cyrus) took over 
in 539 B.C., meaning the time of the exile had less than 5 years remaining.

What does this discovery lead Daniel to do? Why?

Daniel began to pray a prayer of both praise and confession. And despite not being quite time for the 
exile to end it was time for… God’s people to begin preparing to return. If return is only a couple years 
away, you better start getting ready.

In the prayer Daniel talks about all the things God had done in the last century and how Israel 
responded. We’ve talked about these to death over the last few years, so this time we’re going to skip 
over them, but note how strictly Daniel separates “you” (God) from “us” (God’s people). The “You” is 
always good, and the “us” is always bad. Daniel won’t touch works righteousness with a ten foot pole. 
Despite being one of the few faithful Israelites in exile, he still lumps himself with the rest as he says 
“we”.

Verses 20-27:

After the prayer, Gabriel comes to Daniel during the time of the evening sacrifice and brings insight 
and knowledge. He gives Daniel a vision at the same time he interprets it. This vision lines up with the 
end of the last vision. As the 2,300 days and nights come to an end, this is how.

What six accomplishments would be completed by the end of the 70 weeks?

1. Finish the transgression
2. Put an ends to sin
3. Atone for iniquity

The first three point to redemption by talking about the end of the people’s failures. Negative

4. Bring an everlasting righteousness
5. Seal both vision and prophet
6. Anoint a most holy place

The second three point to redemption by talking about how those failures would be paid for. Positive

Gabriel then splits those 70 weeks into three sections: 7 weeks, 62 weeks, and 1 week.

What is supposed to happen in the first seven weeks? (Or: What will be done by the time those seven 
weeks are over?)

The word of redemption would go out and a prince would be anointed and come forth.

What is supposed to happen over the next sixty-two weeks?



Jerusalem would be rebuilt, this time with squares and moats for defense.

What happens during the final week?

Anointed one cut off, people destroy the city, war, desolation, a covenant, a decree, and the end of 
desolation.

This is a lot to take in. Trying to line this up with Biblical and historical timelines becomes very 
confusing because the word we often translate as “week” is literally “seven”. What makes this 
confusing is that the word “day” is nowhere to be found. So instead of “seventy seven day periods”, 
what we read is “seventy sevens”, which causes the reader to wonder what those sevens are. Are they 
the traditional days? If so, how does this work at all with any timeline, because 70 weeks is too short 
for even the exile to end. How could all this take place in 70 weeks if we know that it took place over 
years, decades, or even centuries? That’s what we’ll start with next week. 


